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We are alone with our voices, our many, incommensurate, visions.
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We are alone with our voices, our many, incommensurate, visions.

In many ways 9 Scripts is more about speaking in. Speaking out presents a distance between the will of organized sovereign individuals and that of a sovereign authority—the state or its representatives. This distance is essential to both parties, and it must be bridged by insistently expressive, witnessed by the many, in a space we call public, the space where individuals and relatively autonomous collectivities openly perform the complex democratic activity of becoming civic. Four decades after the struggles of the Free Speech Movement in that space is much harder to find. The distance between individuals and between the individual and the state is both everywhere and nowhere. 9 Scripts locates it within each of us.

The players in this work, whether actors, self-enunciators, or some indeterminate fusion of the two, do not merely read scripts, they speak themselves into roles and speak roles into selves. The scripts, or more precisely their enactment, produce both distances and intimacies—both near and implied. What’s striking is their demonstration of these distances and intimacies as they appear to occupy the same space, which in itself is internalized and external.

To wander through these videos is to inhabit a set of dispersed subjectivities. Even though the enunciations have been fixed by the recording and playback apparatus, their spatial and temporal contingency is undermined by invisible redistribution. Each video is a potential entry point whose internal relations will be reiterated and recontextualized in different spaces of response in one or more of the other videos.

I watch a screen fill with type, the painstaking transcription of interviews with Iraq war vets whose voices are heard in fragments, replayed as often as necessary for the transcriber’s labor of fidelity. Elsewhere I see too of those veterans remaking and correcting parts of that transcription, filling their own words back to their voice, to be spoken yet again on a stage in an empty auditorium.

In another video, I watch actors rehearsing bits, either alone with a camera or beside impassive listeners, who are heard as the sound of the world moving on. This fabric of the world is the context of the demand for free speech in public space.
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